













       



           








 








           




           







All seawater is composed of groups of atoms called molecules.


























    





     







 



    














        
          


The space-filling model of the water molecule resembles
“Mickey Mouse.”

At any one time, water can be found in a particular location on earth,
possibly even occurring in all three phases. This characteristic or

property of water is very unusual.














      











      



         











  

 

















The water cycle

Average total of water and salt grams in seawater.










 


















  

        




          

      







          
         



          









    


Composition of solids in seawater

Thermoclines in an El-Nino and non-El Nino year






     










         




   




        
        




          







  






















Temperature levels, gravity, and wind are only some of the causes for
our moving ocean.

An ancient Japanese painting of a tsunami. Tsunami is a Japanese word
meaning “harbor wave”.










           





       


   














         




 


    



  

      












When an earthquake, landslide or volcanic eruption disturbs the ocean floor,
a tsunami may form.

Massive destruction of Hilo, Hawaii by a tsunami.




















        



    


















   




 


         









   


Wave particles (black dots) move in circles.

Parts of  a wave









       
 










 




            









 



   





          










      



       

        

The condition of many waves breaking along a shore is called surf.

The moving water of a tide is sometimes called a tidal current. A tidal
gauge, Guam.










       









































          



   






A month’s depiction of tides.

Spring tides and neap tides.





          








 




        





         
       
















        








  



   







Because winds cause surface currents, these currents have circulation
patterns similar to those of the atmosphere.

Close to the ocean bottom, the deep water movement is from areas of
higher density to lower ones. Thus, the movement is from the cooler
polar zones to the warmer tropical ones.  Depicted here is the world’s

largest density current, the great ocean conveyor.





       
 





 








        























 




         












Upwelling occurs when trade winds blow surface waters away from the
coastline. These blown-away surface waters are replaced by upwelled

deeper waters.




















    





          












         






    












   




The 1998 El Nino event

Ocean currents are dramatically impacted by ENSO.











        




     
  



  





    





         

        
 



















            





Trade winds affect rainfall patterns.

Varying rainfall patterns due to temperature changes







         



















 










 













       




  
       



During an El Niño period, easterly winds are weakened and warm
water moves into the eastern Pacific, changing the usual upwelling

pattern.


